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Details of Visit:

Author: Chuckman
Location 2: Central Birmingham
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 28 May 2013 21:15
Duration of Visit: 45 mintutes
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07587759587

The Premises:

A flat in a new building complex in central Birmingham a couple of minutes away from Broad Street.
Parking was plentiful and did not have any problems in leaving my car there.

The place itself had seen better times with the carpet looking scruffy and the bedroom furniture
perfunctory. Still, I wasn't there to critique the decor. 

The Lady:

The photos displayed on the site were either not the most recent or had been heavily photoshopped
- she was a lot larger than the slim version featured in the pictures and not as youthful as she
appeared in them.

The Story:

After being shown to the bedroom and undressing she disappeared and returned twice - the second
time to sort out the payment. I knew it was a bad idea to pay for the hour but by this time the smaller
head was in charge of the thinking so paid for the hour.

After paying she disappeared again and reappeared with a wrap which she then put over a lamp -
to give the booking ambiance I suppose. More disappearing, this time coming back with a small
packet of white powder. Stacey then put into a bong and smoked. She claims it was 'hashish'. I
have my doubts that it was.

Onto the punt. The OWO was without enthusiasm and toothy. There wasn't much sensation and
after a couple of minutes of this I moved on to kissing her. This too was without enthusiasm and
when I started to caress and kiss her breasts this was a joyous experience as anything else so far.

Performing oral on her was out of the question as she point blank refused so it was on with the
condom and time for sex. Yippee. Stacey went on top, complete with manufactured groans. Then
doggie to completion and more groans.

This is one of the worst punts I had in years. The drug taking at the beginning is an interesting way
to start things off to say the least. The £120 spent is a valuable lesson learned for both me and
anyone reading this.
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AVOID!!
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